[Comparative evaluation of absorbed dose and image quality in X-ray head CT scanning for hospital facilities in Gunma.].
Recently, the number of scans for X-ray computed tomography (CT) examinations has been rising due to the wide-spread use of multi-slice CT (MSCT) scanners. There is a concern that the total medical exposures will be increased by these examinations. In order to lower exposures, routine parameters for head CT examinations done at several hospitals in Gunma were investigated. In this study, the computed tomography dose index (CTDI(100, C)), noise, and low contrast resolution were measured. The CTDI(100, C) for all the hospitals exceeded the guideline (40mGy) suggested by the Japan Association of Radiological Technologists (JART). Low contrast resolution showed the coefficient of variation of +/-5% between hospitals. In conclusion, it was proposed that the technologists should reconsider the parameters of the head X-ray CTs, in cases where their output dose far exceeds the standard.